
 

Dear Parent / Guardian,  

We at the lunch bag are currently offering a service to all schools across the nation.  

We help to take the stress out of the busy mornings in your household, by making lunches to feed all 

your little darlings.  

A little background to us, we provide school lunches across Ireland and are currently in over 600 

schools nationwide. We feed on average, 162,000 children weekly, with our service growing daily. 

We cater for all dietary requirements and religious beliefs while offering very healthy and nutritious 

meals and snacks.  

We offer 1700 different food options, so no two days need to be the same, therefore offering a wide 

variety to your child at lunchtime. All lunches are made freshly daily. They are delivered to schools, 

first thing, each morning. All our packaging come in compostable bags or boxes, and we also help 

reduce the household waste by 1800% per classroom, which means our one packet of ham is equal 

to 24 packs in the classroom. 

The lunch bag service is the new more modern way of providing school lunches for your child 

without a massive cost attached to it. It’s the way of the future and going by the phenomenal 

testimonials we receive on a daily basis, from parents, schools and most importantly the children 

themselves, we know we have the product that is craved for, throughout the country, In fact, the 

demand is so high, we currently are not able to accommodate all schools, due to a shortage of vans, 

as a result of the Ukraine war.    

Our costings start at 0.40c for a snack.  A very popular option we have, is a child’s 3-piece lunch. A 

sandwich, roll or wrap and 2 snacks will cost a parent €2.50, whereas the same lunch from home 

costs a minimum €2.87. We also have a loyalty scheme, where a parent can purchase 5 lunches over 

a 10-day period and receive their 6th lunch for free. Parents love this option, because again it is 

allowing them a great savings, and knowing, homemade lunches are becoming a thing of the past, 

parents are loving their hassle-free mornings because let’s face it, the morning school rush is 

extremely hectic. 

€12.50 per week, will feed your child for the 5 days they are in school, and with the 6th lunch for free, 

your second week only costs €10 for their 3-piece lunch, this is equivalent to 2.5 take away cups of 

coffee. Not only is this a very cost-effective service. Families can buy into our service as many times 

as they like.  

Parents or children can order from our child friendly app.  
Our website is available for you to view – www.thelunchbag.ie if you require any further 

information, at this time or contact our customer service team info@thelunchbag.ie. 

  

Thank you for taking the time to learn a little about our service and how we can help make the 

morning school rush a little easier for you. 

 

http://www.thelunchbag.ie/
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